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What is it you do again?



“…too robotic…
…more formal

…rigid in approach 
…relying on structured 

repetition
…forced compliance

…abusive
…disrespectful…”

“…lacks systematic instruction 
or clear plan or strategy

…do not collect data often…
…too narrowly focused ”



What about 
Overlap?
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Family-centered Practice

Successes with 
Educators, Parents, and Children are 

Central to Practice and Research
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Feedback and Measurement



What about
Communication?



The Importance of 
Naturalistic Instruction



Naturalistic Language 
Interventions

What does this look like by field?

How we define - Umbrella Term… 
• Age-appropriate communication 
• Typical activities 
• Age-appropriate materials 
• Responsive Interactions
• Introduce supports and prompts for 

communication 
• Milieu teaching procedures or manualized 

interventions



So…are we 
doing the same 
things?

What is the focus of our research/primary DVs? 

How are we collecting and analyzing data? 

Are we reliably capturing constructs? 

Key takeaways (thus far)…



Key Tenets
• There are multiple modes of social communication, and all are important.
• Social communication occurs during interactions.
• We are targeting communication, not compliance.
• Ecological, generative, & social-pragmatic theories of language development have utility 

for all.
• ABA is the science of behavior (includes proxies for covert behaviors). 
• Principles of behaviors inform treatments.
• Behavior is a neutral term.
• The functions of behavior can co-exist with the social functions of communication.
• We teach when and where a child needs to communicate, using a variety of naturalistic 

practices.
• We use evidence-based practices and evaluate interventions using rigorous experimental 

designs.
• Data is the key to decision making.
• BAs and SLPs have common interests, but unique strengths that have equal importance. 
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Discussion
• How have the fields of behavior analysis and speech-

language pathology hindered successful collaboration 
in early childhood research? Led to improvements?

• How does the way we select, describe, and define 
language targets in research and practice divide or 
connect the disciplines?

• How can a shared focus on child- (and family-) 
meaningful outcomes in authentic settings support 
collaboration? What other shared foci would support 
alignment and collaboration?

• To what extent do we value and in turn meaningfully 
evaluate collaboration in practice and research? Given 
the interdisciplinary-focus on funding for graduate-
related programs (e.g., OSEP personnel preparation), 
how do extend measurement and evaluation of such 
work?


